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Abstract. Traffic classification is a method for categorizing the computer network traffic into a 
number of traffic class based on various features observed passively from the traffic. In recent years, 
duo to the rapid development of the Internet, as well as the rapid increase of different Internet 
application, the requirement to distinguish between the different applications is rising. Many 
traditional methods like port based, packets based and some alternate methods based on machine 
learning approaches have been used for the traffic classification. In this paper, a new traffic 
classification method was proposed to utilize the data stream fingerprint information generated by an 
application. The proposed new method is compared with other network traffic classification methods. 
The experimental results show that the classification accuracy of the new method meet the actual 
needs. 

1．Introduction 

In recent years, more and more new network applications appear, especially in mobile Internet 
area. In order to use the bandwidth effectively and provide better network service, the traffic should 
be classified according to the difference of Internet application. Traditional network classification 
method based on port, or the payload for traditional web applications performs well. However, with 
the appearance of large numbers of new network applications, the accuracy of classification for the 
traditional networks is lower and lower. In this paper, a traffic classification method based on data 
stream fingerprint is introduced to improve the classification accuracy. 

2. Related Work 
At present, the mainly used method for network traffic classification are: IP traffic classification 

based on port, IP traffic classification based on payload, traffic classification based on host behavior, 
IP traffic classification based on machine learning. 
2.1 Port based IP traffic classification  

Traditional classification methods identify different types of applications according to the 
well-known port numbers(IANA designated port number). However, this approach has its limitations, 
some applications may not have their ports registered with IANA(for example, peer to peer 
applications such as Napster and Kazaa). An application may use some ordinary ports other than 
well-known ports to avoid access control restrictions of operating system. Although port-based traffic 
classification is the fastest and simplest method, several studies have shown that it performs poorly, 
less than 70% accuracy in classifying flows[1] [2]. 
2.2 Payload based IP traffic classification  

Classification method based on the payload is known as examining whether the payload contains 
special label for traffic classification. This method is usually used for P2P traffic detection and 
network intrusion detection. But this method also has some defects: firstly, it can only classify the 
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unencrypted traffic, and has no effect on encrypted traffic or private agreement. Secondly, the 
analysis of content on the application layer directly leads to the issues of privacy infringement. 
2.3 Traffic classification based on host behavior 

Another new kind of method is based on the patterns of host behavior at the transport layer[3]. It 
pays attention to all the traffic generated by a specified host, and can accurately associate each host 
with the services it provides or uses. Authors in [4] investigated some fundamental characteristics of 
network applications, such as the huge network diameter and the presence of many hosts acting as 
both servers and clients, to classify the network traffic. However, this method is time-consuming and 
cannot classify a single flow, since it must gather information from server flows of each host before it 
can identify the role of a host. 
2.4 Traffic classification based on machine learning  

With the increasing demand of network classification, newer methods relying on traffic statistical 
characteristics was used to identify the application[5][6]. This methods firstly assume that traffic 
generated by some kind of applications has some unique features. However, due to the need for 
large-scale data sets for statistics, a traffic classification method based on machine learning is 
proposed in literature[7]. In many cases they could be hardly used for real-time network traffic 
classification due to the complexity of machine learning algorithms[8][9]. 

3. Methodology 

This paper sums up the advantages and disadvantages of the current network traffic classification 
methods, a new traffic classification method based on data stream fingerprint is proposed. The 
framework of the proposed method is described in Fig.1, which can be divided into multi-steps as 
follows: 

Step 1: Collecting data packet and then constructing the session flow. 
Step 2: Extracting the data stream fingerprints in the session flow, and determining whether the 

current process is in the learning phase. If so, putting the data stream fingerprint into the sample data 
stream fingerprint database, then ending process. If not, go to the next step. 

Step 3: Calculating the data stream fingerprint distribution probability of the current packets. 
Calculating the similarity between the current data stream distribution probability and the sample 
data stream fingerprint in the database, and obtaining the final results. 

 

 
        Fig.1 Framework of the proposed method 

 
3.1 Pre-processing  

Pre-processing is mainly used to collect the network packets, and  then using the inspection packet 
header information to construct the session flow. A flow can be define as successive IP packets 
having the same 5-tuple: source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, and transport layer 
protocol.   
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3.2 The data stream fingerprint  
 In this paper, we use a set of positive integers between 0 and 255 to describe the payload of a 

packet, which can be expressed in Eq.(1), where the variable Payload refers to the payload 
data, ]255,,2,1,0[ ∈X i

 is the element that is composed of the variable Payload. We obtain the 
probability distribution by accounting the number of Xi from the Payload. In this paper, the 
probability distribution of  Xi  is  called  as  Data  Stream  Fingerprint (DSF). The DSF of a packet can 
be expressed in Eq.(2), where ),,,,,,(

255210 ppppp i
p =  is the probability distribution of the 

variable X. 
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3.3 Similarity of data stream fingerprint  

In order to classify the current network traffic, we need to compare the similarity between current 
data stream fingerprint and the training sample data stream fingerprint. We use α orders Renyi cross 
entropy to compare the similarity. α  orders Renyi cross entropy is defined as Eq.(3): 
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Where p and q are two discrete stochastic variables, pr and qr are the probability function of p, q. 

One important property of Renyi cross entropy is that if the discrete stochastic variables have the 
same distribution, then 0→I α

. Then the entropy measure in Eq.(3) is asymmetric, which means 

that ),(),( pqqp II αα
≠ . But in our method, the symmetric of Eq.(3) is suitable for the similarity of 

data stream fingerprint. So when chose 5.0=α , the Renyi cross entropy can be rewritten into 
Eq.(4). 
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Method based on the Renyi cross entropy to classify a specific traffic can be expressed as follow: 
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Where p is one of the data stream fingerprint samples in the database while q is the data stream 

fingerprint of the traffic which will be classified. We can know from Eq.(5), if the p and q have the 
same or similarity data stream fingerprint distributions, the Renyi cross entropy S will be equal or 
close to 0. When the data stream fingerprint distributions of p and q have the larger difference, then 
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the Renyi cross entropy S is farther from 0. So, we need to set a suitable threshold β . When β≤S , q 
is classified into p. 

4.  Experiment 

4.1Experimental environment  
The experimental environment is powerful computer configured with 4 Intel Core i5-4200U and 

4G RAM. In this paper, we developed a frontend module and a backend module based on the Linux 
platform to implement the traffic classification method based on the data stream fingerprint. The 
frontend module is used to extracted the data stream fingerprint of network packets. While the 
backend module is used to calculate the similarity of data stream fingerprint and process the result of 
classification. 

 While implementing the traffic classification experiment, firstly we let the frontend module and 
backend module to enter the learning phase. In this paper, the learning phase time is set to 10 minutes. 
At the same time, the collected data during the learning phase is used as a training sample set. The set 
consists of 10425 data stream fingerprints such as dns, ftp, http, https, smtp. 
4.2Performance Evaluation  

When the learning phase completed, the two modules will come to the testing phase. This phase is 
mainly used to measure the similarity between the data stream fingerprint of the current packets and 
the training sample set. In this paper, the threshold of fingerprint similarity is selected as 0.1.  

For the experimental purposes, the proposed new method is compared with other methods like 
Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. The experimental results are shown in the Table 1.  
                                                   Table 1: Performance evaluation     

Classification Method Accuracy (%) Error (%) Time (sec) Using Memory 
(MB) 

Data Stream Fingerprint 91.64 9.85 0.12 62 

Naïve Bayes 96.95 9.47 3.5 625 

Support Vector Machine 97.76 8.13 11.85 624 
       
Results show that the proposed new traffic classification method is lower than the other two 

methods in classification accuracy. In the literature[10] , the accuracy of the currently available 
network traffic classification methods is from 88% to 100%, so the proposed method can be used in 
real application. The accuracy of the proposed new method is low mainly due to the following two 
aspects: 

Due to the proposed new traffic classification method is mainly applied to the classification of 
network traffic in public places, it is required that the new method is able to real-time classification of 
the network traffic. So in the case where the accuracy of the classification results meet available, we 
are more concerned about the time consumption of the classification process. 

In this paper, the frontend module only extracts the data stream fingerprint of the first 500 packets 
in a session flow. This results in some cases, the extracted data stream fingerprint could not 
completely reflect the fingerprint feature of an entire session flow, and then decreases the 
classification accuracy. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a new traffic classification method based on data stream fingerprint of 
the packets in a session flow. In the experimental stage, we only extract the data stream fingerprint of 
the first 500 packets in a session flow as features to classify network traffic. This results in a decline 
of the classification accuracy. However, the experimental results show that the proposed method has 
the classification accuracy above 90%. The testing results also verify that the proposed method can 
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used for the traffic classification. In future works, we will collect the packets in the network by using 
the Poisson sampling method. In this way, the data stream fingerprint characteristics of the sampled 
packets can reflect the data stream fingerprint characteristics of an entire session flow. Then the 
classification accuracy of our proposed new traffic method will be further improved. 
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